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Abstract. This paper introduces an  acoustic emission sensor using PVDF Piezoelectric film which is 

convenient to use in the field. In order to verify the reliability of GIS fault fast positioning system 
based on PVDF piezoelectric film sensor, four different kinds of typical defects were set, and the 
practical research on GIS flashover positioning was carried out. The result shows that by comparing 

sound intensity of different gas rooms, GIS fault fast positioning system based on PVDF piezoelectric 
film sensor, the fault location can be found accurately. 

Introduction 

In AC withstand voltage test of GIS, restricted by field condition, The location of the GIS flashover 
and puncture was mainly judged by human ear or ultrasonic locator and ultra high frequency locator. 

Ultrasonic locator and ultra high frequency locator were mostly limited by the number of sensor 
channels, meanwhile, the cost of the instrument was high and inconvenient to carry. Therefore, they 

can not be widely used in the field. As a result, it is urgent to study a flashover and breakdown of the 
gas chamber fault location system which can locate accurately and is practical, low power 
consumption, portable, and with signal displaying.  

Compared with the conventional piezoelectric materials, PVDF piezoelectric film materials have 
many advantages such as: wide frequency response, high mechanical performance, light weight, good 

flexibility, less susceptible to pollution by water and chemicals, strong plasticity and so on, have been 
widely used in various industry fields[1-3]. Extensive applications showed that the sensor made of 
this material has high sensitivity, overload resistance, good anti- interference simple operation, small 

volume, and light weight[4,5]. This paper designs a kind of flashover positioning system based on 
PVDF piezoelectric film sensor, which can quickly and accurately locate the discharge position by 

collecting and comparing the intensity of the acoustic signal from different sensor when the 
breakdown or flashover happened.  

Design ideas 

When the GIS flashover occurs, the sound waves propagate along the metal case, with reflection and 
refraction at the interface between the metal and the insulator. Sound waves pass from the air 

chamber where flashover occured through insulator to the adjacent gas chamber, the attenuation of 
acoustic vibration is very obvious[8-11]. Therefore, the GIS fault gas chamber can be quickly located 
by the GIS fault location system based on the PVDF piezoelectric film sensor. The working diagram 

of GIS flashover breakdown positioning system is as follows: 
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Fig. 1 GIS flashover locator principle diagram 
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Sensor performance test 

Using the signal of step function form sent by the pencil core breaking to simulate the acoustic 
emission source, key performance parameters such as frequency response range and sensitivity can 

be detected. In the acoustic emission experiments, Φ 0.5 mm pencil core and 800 mm * 800 mm * 3 
mm aluminum plate were used. The principle of the experiment is shown in figure 2.  

\  
Fig.2  The principle of test system 

At 20mm distance far from sensor, the pencil core was broken. The sensor received the signal, the 
time domain waveforms and frequency domain waveforms are shown in figure 3 and figure 4 

separately. 

    
 Fig.3 The time domain signal that sensor 1 received       Fig.4 The frequency domai n s i gnal  th at sensor 2 re cei ve d 

 

             
Fig.5 The time domain signal that sensor 2received          Fig.6  The  compari son of ti me  domain s i gnal  that two                         

sensors received 

Figure 3 shows that the peak voltage of signal obtained by the sensor reached 1.48V, which means the 

sensor has a high sensitivity. Figure 4 shows that the signal frequency of the  the pencil core fracture 
is distributed in the range of 0-100kHz, which indicates that PVDF piezoelectric film sensor  has a 
wide frequency response. In the experiment, two sensors were installed on the aluminum plate and 

kept a different distance from the pencil core fracture.  Sensor 1 is 20mm far from the pencil core 
fracture, and sensor 2 is located on the straight line of sensor 1 and the pencil core , it is 20 mm from 

sensor 1, 40mm from the pencil core. Through the comparison of figure 3 and figure 5, with the 
increase of signal transmission distance, the peak of signal intensity attenuates 17% ,from 1.48 V to  
0.9 V. This shows that the sensor has a good resolution to acoustic attenuation.  

Compare the time cost that  two sensors received the first wave, it can be seen that sensor 1 which is 

closer to the signal source received the signal first, the time is 4.3×10-5s earlier than sensor 2. This 

can calculate the speed of acoustic wave spreading in aluminum which is approximately 4652m/s. 
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This is  very close to 5134 m/s in the literature. The error mainly comes from measurement of time. 
The results show that PVDF piezoelectric film sensor has characteristics such as high sensitivity, high 
resolution, wide frequency response range and easy to use.  

Practical research of GIS fault fast positioning system under the different defect models 

Four kinds of typical defect models which may cause flashover in GIS AC withstand voltage test 

were set to verify the reliability of GIS flashover fault location system. They are: metal tip discharge 
on conductive pole(Model 1),  metal tip discharge on the inner surface  (Model 2),  Suspended electric 
potential discharge(Model 3) and insulator filth discharge(Model 4).  

                   
           Fig. 7  Model  1                                Fig. 8 Model  2                         Fig. 9  Model  3                      Fig. 10  Model  4 

The sound intensity  of the flashover under different defects was measured, the result was shown in 

figure 11-figure 14. 

             
  Fig . 11  Sound intensity  distribution of model 1                                      Fig . 12 Sound intensity distribution of model 2  

      under different frequencies                                                                            under different frequencies                

        
Fig . 13  Sound intensity distribution of model 3                                     Fig . 14  Sound intensity distribution of model 4 

                            under different frequencies                                                                            under different frequencies 
Experimental data show that when flashover breakdown occurs, the acoustic intensity signals are 

mainly in the low frequency range. When flashover occurs, to the different defect discharge model, 
the sound intensity signals are of different frequency ranges. However, in all the test results, low 
frequency components are relatively rich, they are mainly concentrated in between 5 and 20 kHz.  

                     
       Fig . 15  Sound intensity distribution of the                                               Fig . 16  Sound intensity distribution of the  
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different gas chamber of model 1                                                                 different gas chamber of model 2 
 

              
       Fig . 17  The sound intensity distribution of the                                       Fig . 18  The sound intensity distribution of the 

                         different gas chamber of model 3                                                                     different gas chamber of model 4 

 
Test results shows that by measuring acoustic intensity signal using GIS fault fast positioning 

system based on PVDF piezoelectric film sensor, it is found that acoustic intensity signal of the 

discharge gas chamber is obviously different from that of the adjacent gas chamber. The acoustic 
intensity signal of the discharge gas room is 2-3 times larger of that of the adjacent gas chamber.  

Conclusions 

GIS fault fast positioning system based on PVDF piezoelectric film sensor could locate the fault 
accurately by comparing the acoustic intensity of each gas chamber, avoiding cumulative damage on 

GIS insulation caused by repeated AC withstand voltage test. Its sensitivity and resolution are high, 
the frequency response range is wide, the anti-jamming ability is strong, and thus it is convenient in 

field use. 
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